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Application process Since English PhD is so high-level, applicants must be willing to provide examples of their best work and explain why they would be good at a particular program. In order to be accepted, they must show their commitment to English and literature. Acquired master's degree and transcripts This previous graduate should be in English or in
a closely related field, and applicants had to earn it through an accredited institution. The programmes will request that official transcripts be sent from all higher education institutions attended by the applicant. GRE scores May be the minimum points requirement for reading and verbal fields for GRE Doctoral level english applicants, but all programs will want
to see overall scores from this exam taken over the past five years. Personal Statement This personal essay is where the applicant describes their professional, academic and research goals and how a specific online doctoral program in English will help them achieve these goals. Applicants should also pay attention to the degree of attention they are
interested in achieving through English, depending on what the school offers. Writing an example for English PhD applicants must be a written example with their application, usually about 20 double-arranged pages, this is a topic related to their specialization or English experience. Guidance Letters Online PhD programmes will ask for guidance from
sources who can comment on the applicant's readiness to participate in the Master's program in English. Updating English doctoral programmes will take into account academic qualifications and professional experience. Some believe that this is an integral part of the application requirements for Doctoral level English students. Proof of learning commitment
Since online English phD students need independent, extensive research, applicants may be asked to demonstrate their ability to make time, use relevant technologies and devices and fully commit to learning remotely. Previous experience with online educational programmes is useful. The University of Central Florida Review of Central Florida University is
in Orlando, but has a highly regarded online community as well. UCF is a research-based university and is home to some of the largest research and training parks in the nation. More than 65,000 students attend UCF. Features UCF offers online bachelors in English, focusing on literature. This program spawned copywriters, editors, journalists, librarians,
and writers alike. You study under the auspices of scientists who are experts in language, literary theory, and writing alike. UCF's main training program consists of classes such as: theory and methods Study creative writing english majors research and writing about literature Plus foreign language Notables US News &amp;amp; World Report Calls
University of Central Florida is one of the nation's most innovative universities. In addition, UCF web applications are consistently included among the top of the U.S., recognized not only for their academic excellence, but also for their services to distance and unconventional students. The University of Illinois Springfield Review springfield member through the
broader University of Illinois system is home to approximately 5,500 students. UIS offers a program of about 30 undergraduates plus its 20 master's degrees, making it a modest size but still highly regarded public school. Features When you get an English Bachelor from UIS you explore everything from linguistics and language acceptance to basics of digital
technology in English studies. This broad degree of readies you not only have an education and writing career, but graduates have also gone on to find useful careers in business, law, health care and much more. Key requirements include: Research methods of English studies in Children's and young adult literature creative writing (both poetry and fiction)
Rhetoric and composition of Digital Media Notables UIS have been offering online classes for nearly two decades, making it a national leader in distance and online education. And not only is the program long established, but it's a national ranking too. Its programs are consistently included among the best online applications in the US. University of
Massachusetts Lowell Review Based on a system at Boston, Lowell through the broader University of Massachusetts system serves more than 18,000 students. UMass Lowell offers about 200 academic and professional study programs, with notable strengths in engineering, education, technology and criminal justice. Features Whether you want to continue
professional or creative writing, UMass Lowell has a program for you. This online bachelor of English covers a full range of British and American literary and literary traditions. In addition to that foundation as a UMass Lowell student you will have the opportunity to explore far reaches through literary studies. For example, voters include: English studies in the
digital environment New Great Book of the Modern Period Horror Story at Notables University of Massachusetts is a highly ranked system for educational growth. Lowell's campus is no different. It excels particularly well in the field of distance education, often making a prestigious ranking presented by U.S. News &amp; World Report. For example, US news
includes UMass Lowell's online bachelor's degrees as among the best in the nation. The Arizona State University Review of Arizona State University is one of the nation's brightest research universities. Tempe's campus is the largest within ASU, with more than 70,000 students. It is also the oldest campus, was founded as a college of teachers In the 19th
century. Features of ASU offer an accelerated internet BA English degree. Condensed into 39 classes, each class is just over seven weeks, you can earn your degree in just three years. But ASU does not save quality. You will be taught to read, write and analyze across print and digital genres through a curriculum that includes: Critical Reading and Writing
about Literature World Literary Themes of Contemporary Literature classical backgrounds english literature notables For many years in a row ASU has been given the top spot in US News &amp;amp; World Report List, The Most Innovative Schools in America. The university's huge research contribution and its well-known online programs have earned this
award. In fact, some of ASU's online degrees are considered among the top 5 best of their kind across the country. The University of California Baptist University Review of California Baptist University is a private, Christian school. It's steeped in liberal arts, but offers an array of graduate programs too. Cal Baptist is in Riverside, CA and has nearly 10,000
students. Features CBU's BA English is an online program that teaches students well-rounded studies in humanities. Alumni have gone to various sectors, including everything from business to community advocacy. In addition to research courses covering British and American literature, as well as creative writing, you have the opportunity to explore all
areas of literary studies through elective subjects such as: Multicultural literature in children's literary theory and criticism of language structure and acquisition of notables CBU has been offering online degrees for many years and has become an innovative remote education standout. For example, its online undergraduate programs are ranked among the
top 25 best across the country. In addition, these programs are considered some of the best active military who learn from afar. The University of Memphis Review of the University of Memphis is a public research university. More than 21,000 combined undergraduate and master students attend the university, which is organized into more than a dozen
schools and colleges. Features the University of Memphis provides two ways to learn English online. You can earn a Bachelor of African American Literature or a Bachelor of Professional Writing. Both programs cover British literature and since the 1750s, as well as American literature. And both programs offer flexible online learning, through which you can
earn a degree at your own pace. Other flagship courses include: English composition in English as a second language literary heritage of children's literature Notables When you earn a degree from the University of Memphis you earn a degree from the country ranking university. In fact, the school has been praised by the likes of Forbes, US News &amp;
World Report, Washington and more. Along with its academic reputation, the University of Memphis is also known for its commitment to sustainability and student diversity. University of Colorado - The Denver Review of the University of Colorado in Denver is a public, research-driven school home to more than 18,000 students. UC Denver consists of two
campuses, one downtown and anschutz medical campus. The latter is the state's largest research university, making hundreds of millions of research dollars each year. Features for those who want to focus on developing their writing skills, UC Denver offers an English writing program for undergraduates. This program is equal parts of critical thinking and
creative development. After graduating from UC Denver, the graduates achieved a wide-ranging career in various industries. For example, students have become: Grant writers non-profit sector editors publishing journalists copywriters business and advertising Notables UC Denver is nationally ranked by U.S. News &amp; World Report. In addition to their
overall ranking, also known as the top public school and having web applications that are among the top 100 best of their character. Clarion University of Pennsylvania Overview Located in Clarion, PA, Clarion University is a public school and a member of the Pennsylvania State System of Higher Education. Clarion, composed of three colleges, offers various
academic and professional programs at all levels of degrees. Features Clarion offers an English bachelor's program that is a distinctive mix of critical literacy studies and multicultural awareness. In addition to foundational basic classes covering English language studies and writing for the majors, you will also take classes in each program specialization
areas: Literature Creative Writing Linguistics Notables There is more than one way to learn English online at Clarion. You should also consider an online BS liberal study degree with English concentration. It is an ideal program for those who want a broad education, which also promotes personal development. You'll also be able to tailor the app to your
specific career goals. Nicholls State University Review nicholls state university is in Thibodaux, LA. This is a state university and a highly regarded member of the University of Louisiana system. About 6,000 students attend Nicholls and enroll in one of the university's six colleges. Features Nicholls offers an English bachelor program that provides a wide
foundation for both languages and literature. Whether you want to study great writing or produce it, Nicholls offers many ways to engage in literature. There are three ways to focus as well: Literary Studies on Creative Writing or Writing and Rhetoric Notables In Nicholls already have an interdisciplinary degree, there are even more opportunities to cross Work.
Students at Nicholls are encouraged to pair their degree with a minor. Features include everything from French to film studios, professional writing, and Spanish. Clayton State University Overview Located in Morrow, GA, Clayton State University is a member of a public school and a University System of Georgia. Clayton is organized into high school and four
colleges through which she offers degrees in arts, health, business, education, and more. More than 7,000 students attend Clayton. Features For those who want an online degree that is identical to the one earned on campus, look no further than Clayton. Clayton's BA English can be completed entirely online while still offering all the same courses and
experiences as a campus program. Choose between two works or literature or writing and gain English through classes such as: Introduction to literary studies critical theory introduction to writing studies plus senior capstone Notables Clayton's online platform offers many incentives. Most importantly, web applications, with the same rigor and quality as on-
campus degrees, can be earned entirely at their own pace. But also, online students have access to technical support, career counselors, academic counsellors, and much more. Finally, eTuition makes Clayton an affordable option. National University Review While based in San Diego, The National University is primarily an online school and non-profit
organization based on providing a very flexible, achievable education. It has offered remote training for more than 20 years and today provides more than 100 web applications. More than 17,000 students attend national. Features National University offers an online undergraduate in English that focuses on literary analysis and diverse expression. You will
examine centuries of literature, as well as linguistics, composition and communication. This program will set you in high school or jump straight into an array of industries in your career. Basic classes include: British Literature I and II American Literature I and II Literary Theory shakespeare notables national university have the opportunity to focus on creative
writing. In addition to acquiring the foundation of world literature you will also develop personal work in one of several genres. In fact, you can work on your fiction, poetry, screen writing, and even natural writing nationally. King University Overview King University is a private school based in Bristol, TN. It is affiliated with the Presbitorion Church and the
Evangelical Presbytorion Church. King is most famous for his programs in business, nursing and education. The king is attended by nearly 3,000 students. Features King University's online BA English program focuses on writing, analysis, and research. As a royal student, you will be encouraged not only to explore literature but also to develop Skills. That's
why you graduate ready for everything from academia to a digital marketing career. Class selection includes: Contemporary and contemporary American literature on religion and literature in Appalachic literature Shakespeare Notables King University offers art degrees that also perceive the needs of careers and industry. This means that you can expect
courses that are steeped in real-world considerations. You will develop the industry-specific skills and knowledge needed to find profitable, stable work after completing your studies. Southwest Assemblies of God Review Based on Waxahachie, TX, Southwest Assembly of God University is a private, Christian school. It is a school of liberal arts offering
degrees in various fields, many of which include a faith-based perspective. Sagu is attended by about 2000 students. Features ranging from technical to creative writing, English students at SAGU will explore the full spectrum of English literature and language. And they will have the opportunity to do a lot of their writing too. This comprehensive degree has
identified graduates on various career paths. In fact, students have come to become: Digital Copywriters Journalists Social Media Manager Teacher Notables Not only SAGU regional ranking among the best universities in the West by U.S. News &amp; World Report. Its web applications are also nationally ranked. In particular, its bachelor's and master's
programs in education and English are constantly praised. Regent University Location virginia beach, VA Overview Regent University is in Virginia Beach, VA, but has well-regarded distance education programs. It was founded by televangelist Pat Robertson and still retains its religious roots today. Organized into eight colleges, Regent is home to more than
8,000 students. Features For those who want to focus on connections, Regent offers an English undergraduate specialization in communication. You will learn ins and outs of marketing, public relations, and social media, in addition to interpersonal connectivity. Alumni have gone on to secure a career: Corporate Communications Marketing Agencies
Speechwriting Administration Notables For Regent Christian Affiliates, you can expect classes that include not only science and art, but also theology and Bible studies. In fact, for those who want a faith-based approach to English, Regent may be best suited for you. You will take classes in both Old and New Testament, Christian history, Christian leader
acceptance, and more. Thomas Edison State University Review Thomas Edison State University is a public college based in Trenton, N.J. It is divided into five schools through which it offers degrees in arts, sciences, technology, business, nursing and public services. More than 17,000 students attend Thomas Edison State. The options when Earn An
English Bachelor from TESU you will experience a detailed introduction to the origins of English and its evolution over the centuries. For those who want to understand the principles of composition and rhetoric, this is an ideal program. Required courses include: Literature Review I and II Analysis and Interpretation of Literature Inwester literature Notables
TESU boasts a university slogan that says: Public University proudly serves busy adult needs anytime, anywhere. That says it all. TESU is a well-respected university known for its services to returning and adult learners. Its web applications, for this reason, are often cited as among the best in the nation. Troy University Review Troy University is a public
school based in Troy, AL. It was founded as a college of teachers, but today is a flagship university that offers nearly 70 academic and professional study programs. Trojan students attend about 18,000 students. Features When you get a bachelor's degree in English from the University of Troy you will have the opportunity to pair your degree with an array of
minor or specialization. Whether you want to become an expert in professional writing, creative writing or language art, Troy provides the coursework you need to achieve such an experience. All students, however, will go through Troy's main term papers, which are organized into simple chronological and geographical categories: American literature until
1875 american literature followed 1875 British literature until 1785 British Literature after 1785 Notables Trojan graduates found careers in various fields. From technical to creative, from library archivist to global traveling journalist, Troy boasts some of the best graduate employment statistics. The University of Ottawa-Online Review of the University of
Ottawa is a school of liberal arts and a Christian University. It was founded and is still associated with American Baptist churches in the US. About 600 students attend the Ottawa campus and another 7,000 earn their degrees online. Features the University of Ottawa offers English online undergraduates. You will get a solid foundation of world and English
literature, exploring a wide range of authors, plots, themes and literary styles. And classes cover everything from history to linguistics. Your main workshops include: Shakespeare's Workshop workshop british literature workshop on American literature integrated workshop critical notables There are many reasons to consider Ottawa for your online education.
For example, Ottawa has a generous credit transfer policy through which you can use past experiences of current term credits. The Ottawa program also has unique voters you won't find elsewhere. For example, the Protest Literature Class promotes the relationship between aesthetics and politics. Eastern Oregon University Review of Eastern Oregon is
located in La Grande, OR. This is a relatively small university, home to a modest 3,500 students. But through three colleges, the EOU provides a number of degree opportunities in arts and sciences, business and education. Features of EUO offer both BA or BS English/Writing, which is equal parts for literature, rhetoric, and creative writing. EUO is a great
choice, whether you want to finish a passionate, effective orator, or want to write another great American novel. For example, some of the classes that will be taken by the EOU are: Writing Community Introduction to Writing Genres of British Literature Before 1800 American Literature After 1865 Notables For Those considering teaching as a career, EUO
has a program for you. Eastern offers a secondary teaching option that can be paired with a primary English degree. In addition to the above-mentioned main courses, you will study pedagogy and graduate prepared for secondary education. Central Washington University Review Central Washington University, located in Ellensburg, is a public university
consisting of four colleges. Central Washington has nearly 12,000 students. In addition to its primary campus in Ellensburg, the CWU has campuses across the state and online too. Features Central Washington University offers an Online degree in English with a specializing in professional and creative writing. This degree is steeped in the model of liberal
arts, which means that you will also experience interdisciplinary education. In addition, you will explore not only the technique of literature and writing, but publishing, science and technical writing, and editing. Key courses include: The principles of poetry and poetry in English studies in English writing and editing in the journal Notables While Central
Washington University is strong in many academic fields, its most popular and well-recognized study programs are music, English, geology, and physics. In fact, the CWU is ranked among the top 50 top schools in its region. Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College Location Saint Mary of the Woods, In Overview Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College is a school of
liberal arts located near Terre Haute, IN. It is a Roman Catholic school, and is actually the oldest Catholic school in Indiana. About 1,700 students attend smwc. Features of the Online English degree from Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College are clearly focused on how literature shapes the world. Therefore, you are exploring the impact of literature on cultures,
with a special focus on female writers. In addition to its traditional courses covering British and American literature, SMWC also requires such unique classes as: Pop Fiction Literature and Myth Female Writers and more Notables Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College are consistently ranked among the Best Regional Colleges in the Midwest by U.S. News &amp;
World Report. And because of its liberal arts SMWC is also known for its intimate classroom settings and the relationship between small pupils and teachers. Indiana University East Review Of the Eastern Regional Campus within the broader, prestigious Indiana University system is located in Richmond (Indiana, of course!). About 4,000 students attend IU
East, enrolling in one of the university's 60 academic or professional development studies programs. IU East organized into more than half a dozen schools plus its online college. Features For those who want to go to scientific or technical writing, IU East offers an ideal program: online bachelor of English with specialization in technical and professional
writing. Through this program you will learn how to pass on complex information in an accessible, interesting way. And you'll finish ready for career advertising, PR, social services, and more. Classes include: Technical editing studies of American culture are an introduction to critical practices in digital writing at Notables Indiana University system is a known
collection of highly ranked universities. Among them TV East is no different. It is ranked among the best regional universities in the Midwest by U.S. News &amp; World Report. And its web applications are equally famous, making some of the best lists. Rogers State University Review of Rogers State University is a public university located in Claremore, OK,
but has other campuses across the state and the Internet. It's a smaller university with about 20 undergraduate programs and 4,300 students, but it is a recognized leader in innovative education. ECollege is constantly praised for its accessibility, flexibility and affordability. Features of Rogers State University you can earn an online bachelor's degree in liberal
arts and enroll in an English specialization track. This uniquely interdisciplinary degree gives students a wide understanding of language and its cultural connections, teaching critical thinking skills. Your main illuminating classes include: Roman Shakespeare literary tradition Themes Of Advanced Composition Notables Because Rogers State is so multi-
disciplinary in your focus, you can expect an educational experience that is inclusive and worldwide thinking. In fact, RSU requires global study classes, courses you won't find anywhere else. For example, you can register plants and civilization, international economic problems and strategies, minority groups, etc. Louisiana State University Alexandria Review
of Louisiana State University in Alexandria is part of the highly regarded LSU system. It serves more than 3,000 students, offering bachelor's degrees in liberal arts and a variety of professional subjects. LSUA is ranked among the best liberal arts colleges in the nation by Washington Monthly. Features of LSUA online BACHELOR in English takes you through
a detailed study of English composition and literature. Not only do you gain a solid grasp of literary history, but you end up knowing a foreign language, skilled public speaking, and much more. In addition to its major classes covering American and British literature, you also take: Southern Literature Major Writers World Literature Major African American
Writers of English Grammar Notables LSUA is ranked national liberal arts college of the U.S. News &amp;amp; World Report. In addition to its academic reputation, the university is also known as the highest ranking in terms of the lowest amount of debt incurred among students. And this is one of the 10 most affordable public universities in the US.
Chaminade University of Honolulu Review Chaminade University of Honolulu is a private school founded by the Mary Society, a roman Catholic church. Offering nearly two dozen bachelor's degrees, Chaminade is known for its programs in biology, business, art, education, nursing and religious studies. Almost 3 000 students are involved in Chaminade.
Features When you earn an English bachelor's degree from Chaminade you have three options for specialization. Students can focus on writing, literature and criticism, or teaching. All students, regardless of attention, will become proficient in writing, analysis and public speaking. And all students will take the same basic courses: Backgrounds of American
Literature backgrounds at the Capstone Course at Notables Chaminade University is home to the PACE undergraduate program. This program was designed specifically for busy adults and work professionals, and it offers a degree entirely online and through an accelerated schedule. Ten-week courses get closer to graduation faster. Columbia College
Review Columbia College in Missouri is a school of liberal arts associated with the Christian church. Columbia is a small school organized into a dozen academic departments and departments. About 2,100 undergraduate students attend. Features within the Department of Language and Communication Studies in Colombia offers an online BACHELOR of
English degree. Emphasising the development of communication skills and critical thinking, this degree is particularly career-oriented. Students can focus on literature and take specialized coursework such as: World Literature I and II English key literary figures in key literary periods notables student vets and active positions in the military, Columbia College
may be the best choice. He is designated as a military-friendly institution. And he recently ranked Best Vets. Vets.
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